DTE Energy Work Authorization

Trees are the leading cause of power outages and can create serious – sometimes deadly – safety hazards across the energy grid. We’ve identified a tree that needs to be removed to allow us to deliver safe, reliable energy to you and your neighbors, and to keep rates for you and our other customers across southeastern Michigan. Our experts determined trimming this tree will likely damage the tree’s health and strength.

Please complete the form below and attach it to your front door; one of our crews will pick it up. If we cannot retrieve a signed removal agreement, we’ll need to trim the tree extensively to promote electric reliability and public safety near your property. Don’t hesitate to contact your DTE representative – listed below – if you have any questions or if you’d like additional information about our tree-trimming process.

Address _________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________________________Zip _______________________

Description of tree(s) to be removed:

Total __________________________________________________________________________

Property Owner Section

Prior Notice? __________________________________________________________________

Authorization notes _____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
I, the undersigned, own the property described on this card and agree that the DTE Electric Company, or its agent(s), may complete the previously described vegetation maintenance, and I have the right to agree to maintenance for the property. I understand the field will apply an herbicide to prevent stump regrowth.

________________________________________________________________________________
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